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FEDERICOA. STURZENEGGER

Hyperinflation
with CurrencySubstitution:
Introducingan IndexedCurrency
SEVERAL
COUNTRIES
HAVEEXPERIENCED
monetarysystems
in which two currenciesissued by the same governmentserve as legal tenderat the
same time. The best-knowncases are those of the Soviet Union between November
1922 and March 1924 and Hungaryimmediatelyafter WorldWarII. In the Soviet
Union, depreciatingSoviet rubles circulatedside by side with the stable chervonets.
In Hungary,the tax pengo, an indexed currency,was used as a means of payment
togetherwith the regularpengo. But the experiencewith indexedcurrenciesbelongs
not only to history. Between August 1990 and April 1991, the new cordobacirculated together with the gold cordoba in Nicaragua. In January1992, the Ukraine
began issuing coupons that circulatedalong with Soviet rubles.1
Similarly,duringthe 1980s, LatinAmericaexperiencedthe phenomenonof "dollarization"by which U.S. dollars become used for transactionspurposes. The process of dollarizationis similar to that of introducingan indexed currency,as it also
provides an alternativemeans of transacting.A difference between the establishment of indexed currenciesand dollarizationstill remainsin that the process of dollarizationentails the need to runcurrentaccountsurplusesin orderto "purchase"the
stock of monetarybalances.
Usually, in the dual currenciesexperiences, one of the two currenciesmaintainsa
stable purchasingpower, while the otherdepreciatesvery quickly.The conventional
The authorthanks Rudiger Dornbusch, Andy Neumeyer, Simon Potter, Peter Temin, Holger Wolf,
and two anonymousreferees for useful suggestions.
1. Otherexamples are the issues of privatemoney duringthe Germanhyperinflation,which seems to
have amounted to about six times the official money supply (Keller 1958), and the issue of provincial
currencyin Argentinain the 1980s.
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wisdom is that it is the introductionof a stable currencythat acceleratesthe rate of
depreciationof the original one.2 The argumentis that by introducinga second currency the demandfor the old money decreases. The ensuing excess supply increases
inflation.
This paper challenges this interpretationon both theoretical and empirical
grounds. First, we develop a theoreticalmodel in which the inflationrateis a bubble
on the price level. The basic frameworkfollows previouswork by Sidrauski(1967)
on models of money in the utility function and Obstfeld and Rogoff (1983) for its
extension to hyperinflations.We show that if an alternativemonetaryasset is introduced, the rate at which inflationacceleratesdeclines. Althoughinitially the rate of
inflation may increase or decrease, dependingupon how strong a decline in monetary balances is induced by the currencysubstitutionprocess, the rate of inflation
along the hyperinflationpath will eventually be smaller than without currency
substitution.
We then test the prediction of the model for two historical episodes. First, we
consider the case of the introductionof an indexed currencyin the Soviet Union in
the 1920s. Second, we discuss the case of dollarizationin the Argentinehyperinflations of 1989 and 1990. Both experiences are shown to be consistent with the
model.
The paper is organizedas follows. Section 1 describes the basic Obstfeld-Rogoff
framework. Section 2 derives the appropriatepropertiesof a utility function that
includes two monies in its argument.Section 3 presents a model with two fiat currencies. Section 4 discusses the empirical testing of the model. Finally, section 5
contains some policy and welfare implications.
1. THE BASIC FRAMEWORK

Considerthe Sidrauski(1967) model with no capital;the problemis
x

Max V =

J

u(ct, mt)e atdt,

(1)

subject to
ct + d-tt= y-stmt

+ xt,

(2)

where ct is the agent's consumptionin period t, mt is his holding of real monetary
balances, y is the agent's fixed endowment,1TtiS the inflationrate, andxt is government transfers.The first-orderconditions for this problemare
2. To see this approachapplied to the Hungarianexperience, see Bombergerand Makinen(1980 and
1983), Kaldor (1946a and 1946b), and Nogaro (1948). See also Siklos (1989) and for a recent study
introducingweekly data Siklos (1991).
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Uc(C,m) = A,
A
lim Ae-8tmt= 0,
t

(5)

°°

where we have droppedthe time subscriptsfor convenience. Furthermore,we have
m/m = cr-s

(6)

x= am,

(7)

and

where cris the rate of growth of the nominal stock of money.
Substituteequations (6) and (7) into (2) to obtain the equilibriumlevel of consumption, ct = y. If we assume thatthe utility functionis separablein consumption
and real money balances, the fact that ct = y (where y is constant)implies that the
marginalutility of consumptionmust be constant, or that A = 0. We can therefore
normalize c such that A = uc = 1. Equation(4) then becomes
Um(m)

=

8

+

fl

*

(8)

So, substituting(6) into (8) gives
m = (8 + a)m-um(m)m .

(9)

Equation (9) is a differentialequation in m. As the derivativewith respect to m
near the steady state (-ummm) is positive, the equationis unstable. This ties down
the price level by determininga unique steady-statelevel of real money balances.
But the steady state is not the unique equilibrium.Obstfeld and Rogoff (1983) have
shown that in this model, while hyperdeflationscan be ruled out (because they violate the transversalitycondition), the same is not true of hyperinflations.As long as
lim mum(m)=0,

(10)

mO

a rationalhyperinflationmay take place even with constantnominalmoney growth.
Figure 1 shows the dynamicsof equation(9). The full line correspondsto the case
in which condition (10) is satisfied. A is the steady state. AtA, um= 8 + cr = 8 +
, which is the traditionalmoney demand function obtainedin these models. The
hyperdeflationarysolutions are located to the right of the steady state and generate
an unboundedgrowth of real monetarybalances.
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FIG. 1. MonetaryDynamics in the Obstfeld-RogoffModel

The solutions to the left of the steady stategeneratea fall in real money and therefore correspondto hyperinflationarypaths. Given that for these paths, m = Owhen
m = O, the origin is an alternativesteady state and correspondsto a nonmonetary
equilibrium.
Alternatively,we have
lim mum(m) > O,

(11)

m0

This case is representedby the dashed line in Figure 1. A is still a steady state,
and the hyperinflationarypaths are still to the left of A. But now, on the hyperinflationarysolution paththe economy eventuallyreachespointB, at which point money
holdings become negative (m < O).These paths are infeasible, and thereforecan be
ruled out.
It is interestingto note thatthe assumptionthateliminateshyperinflationsimplies
that money has to be essential, in the sense that its marginalutility must increase
fasterthan the rate at which money balancesconverge to zero. In particularum > oo
is a necessary condition to rule out hyperinflations.This condition is likely to be
false when alternativecurrenciesare available, making it more difficultto rule out
hyperinflationsin those settings.
2. THE PROPERTIES OF THE UTILITY FUNCTION

To extend the previous setup to one in which currencysubstitutionoccurs, it is
importantto characterizethe properutility function to be used. This is particularly
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importantbecause we know that the results depend critically on the assumptionson
the cross-partialderivativesbetween the two monetaryassets. Liviatan(1981), for
example, showed that using traditionalutility functionswith positive cross-partials,
that is, in which umlm2
> O, generatedcounter-intuitiveresponsesof money demand
to changes in the inflationrate.3
The consensus in the literatureis that the appropriateutility function should be
characterizedby negative cross partials(thatis, umlm2
< O).In this paper,we derive
such a utility function explicitly from a Baumol-Tobin-Barro
transactionsmodel.
The Baumol-Tobin-Barrosetup startsby postulatinga model in which individuals
requiremonetaryholdings to purchasea constantflow of consumption,c. If agents
run short of currency,they must incur a cost in orderto obtain additionalmonetary
balances. These costs are usually associated with the costs of going to the bank or
the costs associated with convertingilliquid assets into currency.Holding currency,
in turn, entails a loss in terms of foregone interest. To reduce the amountof money
held, individualshave to increasethe numberof conversionsfrom indexed assets to
currency.
In our model we add to the above setupthe option of committinga certainamount
of assets to be held as foreign or indexed currency.This rendersthe interestrate and
the liquidity services at the same time but entails a cost associatedwith transacting
throughthis more sophisticatedtransactionsmechanism. For simplicity we will assume that the agent commits to use a certainamountof indexed currency(m2)each
time he obtains domestic currency(ml) and that the costs associatedwith using this
indexed currencyare quadraticin m2.4 The agent minimizes transactionscosts, L,
equal to
L = mli + N(kl + k2m2),

(12)

whereN is the numberof conversionsor tripsto the bankand kl and k2are constants
that determine the real cost of both kind of transactions.i is the nominal interest
rate. Total liquidity costs are equal to the foregone interest on domestic currency
holdings plus transactionscosts that equal the cost of "going to the bank"plus the
cost of operatingthroughsophisticatedfinancialinstruments.Minimizationof (12)
with respect to N and m2 gives the demandfunctions for both currencies. Average
domestic monetaryholding will equal
ml =

c-Nm2

2N

;

(13)

3. Possible solutions were suggested by Calvo (1985) and Engel (1989).
4. The setup could be thought as one in which agents obtain both domestic and indexed (foreign)
currencyat the bank and where thereis a fee on currencyconversionsor wheretransactingin the indexed
currency is more costly. This could arise, for example, due to indivisibilities or illegality constraints
(Sturzenegger1991). The assumptionof a quadraticcost is imposed only for simplicity as the argument
holds for any convex cost function.
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or equivalently,
N

c

(14)

2ml +m2

Feenstra(1986) showed that if we define c* as "gross consumption,"that is, as
including "net consumption"(c) and transactionscosts, there is an equivalence between the problem(1)-(2) definedover c* and an analogousintertemporalmaximization problemin which the agent maximizes a utility functionthatdependsonly on
c, subjectto a budget constraintcontainingliquidityor transactioncosts. Ourobjective is to characterizethe correspondingutility function that makes two problems
analogous.
From the definitionof c*, we have that
c* = c + N(kl + k2m2)

( 15)

The appropriatemoney in the utility function must satisfy V(c*, ml, m2) = u(c),
where u(c) is the original utility function of the liquiditycost problem. Substituting
forN from (14), we obtain
/

V(c*,ml,m2)

c*

= ut

kl

X

+

2ml + m2

k2m2 }-

(16)

2ml + m2

In particular,if u(c) = log(c), then the utility function takes the form
V(c*, ml, m2) = log(c*)-log

[ 1 + 2m + m + 2m 2+2m ]

S

(17)

that is, the utility function is separable in both consumptionand liquidity services.
For V to be well defined, we require that Vi > 0 and that Vii < 0, where i =
{c, ml, m2}. The two conditionsare obviously satisfiedfor c* and ml, as can be seen
by simple differentiationof (17). For m2, we obtain
dV
dm2

1
2ml +m2

_

1 + 2k2m2

>

0

(18)

2ml + m2 + kl + k2m2

which will be positive for k2-smallenough. Equation(18) states that the marginal
benefit from holding indexed currency,which is given by the savings of transactions
costs, must exceed the marginalcosts incurredby using more of this currency.5
The cross-partialderivativeequals
5. The second-orderderivativesare again negative for c* and ml and for m2 for small enough k2.
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dV

1

dmldm2

(2ml

+

_
m2)2

1 + 2k2m2
(2ml

+

m2

+

kl

+

.

(19)

k2m2)2

It is easy to show that if (18) is satisfied, the right-handside of (19) will also be
positive. To see this, multiply(18) by (2ml + m2 + kl + k2m2) l andnotice thatthe
resulting expression is positive and smaller than the right-handside of (19). This
proves that underthe necessary conditionsfor (17) to be a well-definedutility function, the cross-partialsbetween currencieshave to be negative.
In what follows, we work with a utility function that satisfies the properties
shown for (17), that is, separabilityin both consumptionand liquidity services and
negative cross-partialsfor both monies.

3. THE TWO FIAT CURRENCYMODEL

Let the representativeagent model solve the problem(where again we drop time
subscriptswhen no confusion arises)
x

Max V =

J

[u(c) + I(ml, m2)]e-8tdt

(20)

o

subject to
ml + m2 + slml + s2m2 + c = y + xl + x2,

(21)

where the utility function satisfies the propertiesoutlined in section 2.
The agent can accumulate both kinds of monies or consume. His income is a
fixed endowment,y, plus governmenttransfersin both monies. The first-orderconditions for this problem are
uc= A,

(22)

Uml-As1 -11 = °,

(23)

Um2-As2-11

°

S

-A + bA = 11,

(24)
(25)

and
(ml

+

m2)Ae

at=

0 .

(26)

Also, from the definitionof real monetarybalances we have that

ml/ml

= crl-1
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and
M2/m2=

(T2-2

(28)

*

Substituting(27) and (28) into the budget constraint(and using conditionsanalogous to (7) for governmenttransfersin each currency)gives y = c as before. We
again normalize in such a way that A = 1. Substituting(23) and (24) into (27) and
(28) gives two differentialequationsin both real money balances:
(29)

ml = (crl + 8-Uml)ml
and
m2 = (CJ2 + 8-Um2)m2

*

(

)

Equations(29) and (30) describe the evolution of a dynamic system in two variables.6 Notice that in the steady state, crl = s1 and cr2 = X2 and that therefore
the relative money holdings will be a function of the relative nominal interestrates
quoted in each currency.Linearizingthis system aroundthe steady state generatesa
dynamic system with two positive eigenvalues.7
The system is completely unstable with the unique convergent path being the
steady state. In addition if conditions analogous to (10) are satisfied, the economy
presents a multiplicityof equilibria,describedby the hyperinflationpaths converging on the single currencyequilibria.
The phase diagramfor the linearizedsystem is given in Figure2.8 PointsA and C
representthe one-currencyequilibria. Along the branchdenoted I, ml suffers a hyperinflation.Along II, it is m2thatasymptoticallydisappears.As bothreal monetary
balances arejump-variables,the economy can move to any point along these paths
and still satisfy the dynamic equationsthat describe the evolution of the monetary
equilibrium.
It is interesting to examine the comparativestatics of this model under the assumptionthat we remain at the steady state without hyperinflation.Suppose a new
currency,say m2 is introduced.This moves the equilibriumfrom pointA to pointB .
Because the cross-marginalutilities are negative, the introductionof m2 induces a
decrease in the equilibriumholdings of ml. This is achieved by a jump in the price
level of the original currency.
Suppose now that the rate of money growth for ml increases. This shifts the
ml = Olocus downwardto ml = O.The final equilibriumentails lower real holdings
The concavityof u
6. The slopes of ml = Oand m2 = Oare given by-um,m2/um,m,and-um2m2/um,m2.
allows us to determinethat the equationfor m2 = Ohas a higher slope in absolutevalue.
> O indicatingthe presence of at least one positive root.
7 The trace equals-(mlumlml + m2um2nt2)
which by concavity is assumed to be
Furthermorethe determinanthas the sign of um,m,um2m2-um!m2
positive. This indicates that both roots have the same sign, that is, positive.
8. Condition(10) for each currencyinsures that the curves intersectthe correspondingaxis.
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dm/dt=O

,\

\

0

- _

dmUdt=O

Y-<

dmXdt=O
C

m2

FIG.2. MonetaryDynamics in the Two Fiat CurrencyModel

of ml and greaterholdings of m2, that is, a price-leveljump in terms of the "worsened" currencyand a fall of the price level measuredin termsof the "new"or more
stable one. The relative price-level shift implies lower real holdings of the original
money in steady state. Therefore,the steady-stateimplicationsof the model are the
expected ones and to some extent work as a Gresham's Law in reverse: across
steady states, good money displaces bad.
Assume now that while one currency is evolving through a hyperinflationary
path, another currency "backed"by the government is introduced.9Furthermore,
suppose it is m2thatis backed. We now examinehow the introductionof this second
currencyaffects the dynamic process for the initial one. The original currencyml
will evolve accordingto
ml = crl-s1

= cr + 8-uml(mlS

m2)-

(31)

For the hyperinflationarypaths we are considering, (31) is negative, as we are to
the left of the steady state and real money holdings approachzero. The rate of the
depreciationof real money balances is given by the expression cr + 8-uml(ml,
m2). The effect on the rate of decline of monetarybalances, and thereforeon inflation, will be given by the net effect on the marginalutility of money. There are two
effectssatwork. On one hand the increase in holdings of m2 will push the marginal
9. In this context, "backing"means forcing condition (11) to hold in the monetaryequilibrium.
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utility downward. On the other hand, the fall in the holdings of ml will have the
opposite effect. We discuss the net effect with the help of Figure 3.
Figure 3 integrates Figures 1 and 2. The outer locus ml(m2 = 0) = 0 is constructedfor the case in which m2 = 0 and correspondsto that in Figure 1. Now,
consider a point along the hyperinflationarypath for currencyml once m2 has been
introduced,say, point C. The innercurve for m is constructedfor the corresponding
value of m2. To know if the inflationrate of the original currencyincreases or decreases, we need to identify the change in m/m upon moving to the new equilibrium
point. Along the single currencyhyperinflationarysolution, money balances for ml
are bounded below by ml, the amountof real money balancescorrespondingto the
new equilibrium, and above by m, the maximum possible holding of money balances before the introductionof the alternativecurrency.It can now be seen from
Figure 3 that if the initial monetarybalanceswere above m*, then m/m (the slope of
the line that startingat the origin goes througha particularpoint in the ml = 0 curve)
increases in absolutevalue as the economy jumps to point C; thereforefrom (31) the
inflationrate increases as well. Conversely,if initial money balances are below m*,
the rate of inflationfalls.
Even thoughthe initial effect on the level of the inflationrate is ambiguous, if the
new currencyis a substitutefor original currencyin the sense of section 2, then the
rates of inflation requiredto sustain the hyperinflationpath will be lower than before. For the same holdings of domestic currency,currencysubstitutionlowers the
marginalutility of money therebyreducint,the rate of inflationfrom (31). In addition, the rate of growth of inflation falls as, along the hyperinflationpath (I) de-

dm,Jdt(m2=O)=O

dm,/dt=O

c

dmUdt

m2

FIG.

m2

3. Effects of a Secqnd Currencyon MonetaryDynamics
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scribed in Figure 2, the holdings of the indexed currencyincrease. This reducesthe
marginalutility of domestic money as comparedwith an equivalentchange in monetary holdings without the possibility of substitutingaway.
A fall in the rate of increaseof the inflationrate due to the introductionof a more
"stable"currencyand a reductionin the inflationratesexperiencedduringthe hyperinflation goes against the conventional wisdom regardingthe effects of currency
substitution. But, the intuitionfor this seemingly puzzling result is ratherstraightforward. Along the hyperinflationarypath, people are willing to reduce monetary
balances because they expect the inflationrate to increase in the future. If money is
"essential"in the sense that its marginalutility is very high, then the inflationrate
requiredto induce people to substituteout of this currencymust be very large. If
money loses this "essentiality"property because a very close substitutedevelops
or becomes available then the inflationrate requiredto sustaina path with declining real monetarybalances falls.
4. EMPIRICALTESTING

The hypothesis that hyperinflationis a bubble on the price level has been empirically tested by Flood and Garber(1980), Flood, Garber,and Scott (1984), and
Casella (1989). The lattertwo paperswere unableto rejectthe existence of a bubble
on the price level.
In this paper we follow Flood and Garber(1980) and test for bubbles for two
historicalepisodes. First, we considerthe introductionof the chervonets,an indexed
currency, in November 1922 in the Soviet Union. We then consider the two Argentine hyperinflationsof May-August 1989 and of December-March 1990. The
Argentine experiences present an ideal case study because an intense process
of financial adaptation took place in the short time span between the two
hyperinflations.
The model discussed in this paper generates three predictions. First, that both
monies are substitutesand thereforethat the demandfor the original currencyfalls
upon introductionof an alternative.Second, that bubbles are importantin explaining the hyperinflationaryprocess. Third, that the value of the bubble grows at a
smallerrate in the presence of an alternativecurrencymakingthe bubbleeventually
smaller. The first prediction of the model derives from the negative cross-partial
derivative result obtained in section 2. We tested this by observing whethermoney
demand falls when the new currency is introducedor financial adaptationtakes
place. The other hypotheses were tested by estimatingthe value of the bubbles before and afteran alternativecurrencybecomes availableandtesting whetherthey are
statisticallysignificant.
To estimate the value of the bubble, we used a variationof the empirical model
developed by Flood and Garber(1980). Their model is a discretetime, partialequilibriumsversionof the theoreticalmodel considered in this paper which allows for
changes in the rate of monetarygrowth;since the rate of money growth is not constant in the real world, it must be accountedfor in the econometrictesting.
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Specifically, the model consists of a Cagan money demandfunction of the form
=

mt-Pt

w

+ tEt-l(t)

(32)

+ et,

where mt and Pt are the logs of nominal money balances and the price level. As
usual, Et_l denotes the expectation conditionalon the informationavailable at the
beginning of the period. Finally, st is a randomshock. The money demand semielasticity, cx, is negative.
The rationalexpectationssolution of (32) for the inflationrate is
00

Et_l(t)
where + =

= AoXt-+t
aL

E

i=o

Et-l(t+i)+

i,

(33)

> 1 andAo is an arbitraryconstant. The termAoXtcorresponds

to the bubble and describesthe solution consideredin this paper.The second termin
(33) representsthe fundamentalsdriving the rate of inflation. The model predicts
that with currencysubstitution,+ will be smallerand the bubblewill grow at a lower rate. A fall in + takes place upon an increase in the absolute value of cx. Both
predictionsof the model are thereforetied to the behaviorof cx.
The empirical implementationof the model involved the following steps. First,
we tested for the order of integrationof the relevantvariables:the rate of inflation
and the real stock of money. We then computeda money demand function that allows for a change in monetaryholdings and a change in the inflationsemielasticity
at the moment of the introductionof an indexed currency.We follow Taylor(1991)
in emphasizing that (32) is a cointegrationrelation, but instead of relying on OLS
we use the JohansenMLE procedureto test the hypothesis of cointegrationand to
estimate the correspondingcointegratingvector.
Once a consistent estimate of the semielasticityof money demandwas obtained,
we computed + and estimated the inflation predictionequation (33). As the variables are first-orderintegratedprocesses the estimatorsof this equationare consistent only if there exists a cointegratingvector relatingthem; but even if this is the
case the limiting distributionof the coefficientsof the cointegratingvector are nonstandardand skewed to the left (Stock 1987). In orderto obtain the consistent estimatorsof the standarderrors,which we need to test the hypothesisthat bubbles are
a significantcomponent of inflation, we computedStock and Watson(SW) regressions (Stock and Watson 1989). The SW procedureentails runningGLS on the cointegratingequation and adding the backwardand forwardlags of all the residuals
of any cointegratingrelationshippresentbetween the regressors.Alternatively,OLS
on the SW regressionwith Newey-Westcorrectedstandarderrors(Newey and West
1987) also give asymptoticallycorrectstandarderrors.As nominalmoney growthis
an I(1) process, the cointegratingvectors that have to be addedto equation(33) are
the differencesof nominal money growth. This procedureenables us to test the sig-
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nificance of the bubbletermand to estimatethe value of Ao. Finally,we computethe
correspondingbubblefor each hyperinflation.Cointegrationtests for the SW regressions were implementedthroughaugmentedDickey-Fullertests (ADF).
Estimationof (32) was carriedout by substitutingthe actual inflationrate for its
expected value. This would in general introducean errors-in-variablesproblem. In
this case, due to the integratednessof the equation, the errorterm is asymptotically
irrelevant(see Engle and Granger1987).
The Soviet Hyperinflation
The history of Soviet inflationbegins with the restrictionof convertibilityshortly
after the beginning of WorldWarI. During the years until 1921, an importantfraction of governmentspendingwas financedby money issue, even though shortly after the revolution, regulations issued by the People's Commissariatof Finance
restrictedthe circulationof currencyin an attemptto constructa money-freeeconomy. As the economy revertedto barter,economic activity collapsed, and real money holdings declined sharply.After 1921, a strong turn in economic policies took
place under the "New Economic Policy" program.The NEP accomplisheda wide
liberalizationof the monetaryand financialmarkets. Inflationneverthelesscontinued unabated.The Soviet governmentincreasinglybecame convincedof the need to
establish a stable currency.Finally, the issue of the chervonetwas agreedupon. The
state bank was responsiblefor the issue, but it was requiredto secure up to no less
than one-quarterof the sum issued by precious metals and stable foreign currency.
Even though it was not a convertiblecurrency,the value of the chervonetremained
stable during 1923, while the Soviet rublecontinuedto depreciateat an ever increasing rate.
Initially, chervontsi were regardedwith distrustbut afterwardquickly began to
replace old Soviet rubles. Finally, in March 1924 the old Soviet rublewas liquidated
by being exchanged at fixed parity with the chervonets. When the Soviet rubles
were withdrawn from circulation (on March 10, 1924) each new ruble was exchanged for $50,000,000 prerevolutionaryrubles.
We first tested for the order of integrationof the money demand variables:the
stock of real monetarybalances and the inflationrate.l° The ADF6ll statistics for
real monetarybalances and inflationequal-1.16 and-0.27, respectively, which
when compared with the critical value of-2.89, does not allow rejection of the
hypothesis of first-orderintegratedness.12
Table 1 shows the statistics for the cointegrationtests and the correspondingcointegratingvector estimated with the JohansenMLE procedure,where mt denotes
real holdings of Soviet rubles, and 1Tt iS the inflationrate. The dummy Dt takes a
10. Monthly observationsfor the price level, stock of nominal money and stock of chervontsiwas
obtained from Cagan (1956), Katzenellenbaum(1925), and Yurovsky(1925).
11. The subscriptin the ADF coefficient indicates the numberof lags used in the computationof the
statistic.
12. See Fuller (1976, Table 8.5.2. second panel) for one hundredobservations.
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TABLE 1

JOHANSEN'S
MLE, RUSSIA
(VARIABLES:
m, ST,DST,Cher)
Null

r=
r'
r'
r'

Altern.

O
1

Statistic

r=
r=
r=
r=

95io Cnt. Val.

1
156.18
2
24.86
2
3
6.73
3
4
1.95
CointegratingVector:
m, = 4. 11 - .567 7T,- 1.89DST,+ .06Cher,

28.14
22.00
15.67
9.24

value of one for periods after January1923. While chervontsiwere officially introduced in late November 1922, they only startedto circulatein significantquantities
in January1923. The variableChertmeasuresthe real stock of chervontsiin circulation.13
As can be seen from the table the test strongly supportsthe presence of at least
one cointegratingvector. The elasticity of money demand the criticalparameterto
determinethe effects on the bubble falls, being equal to-.57 before the introduction of the indexed currencyand-2.46 after the reform.14
The consistent estimates of the semielasticities obtained from the cointegrating
vector allowed us to compute the value of ¢. For the pre-chervonetperiod, + =
2.76; after the introductionof the chervonets, + = 1.41. The bubble term grows
slower underthe indexed currencysystem than before. In this sense, we obtainthat
the rate of inflationrequiredto sustainthe bubble falls after an indexed currencyis
incorporated.
We next proceeded to test for the relevance of the bubble, by estimatingthe appropriateinflationpredictionequation(33). Following Flood and Garber(1980), we
ran the correspondingSW regressionfor
st

8 + lCt-1

* * * + kCt-k

+ Aot + Alit

+ ut,

(34)

which is appropriateas long as an AR(k) model is sufficientto describe the C process. The two bubbleshave the time variablesnormalizedfor comparison.We tested
for a bubble (Ao) between August 1922 and November 1922, that is, prior to the
introductionof the chervonets, and for a second bubble (Al) between January1923
until the redemptionof the Soviet rubles in April 1924. The SW regressionfor (34)
gave coefficients equal to 0.0023 for the first bubble and 0.0047 for the second.15
The correspondingt-statisticsare 1.55 and 2.10, respectively.16 An ADF3 =-5.06
13. The cointegrationtests were computedfor the period 21:7-24:2. As was describedbefore, this is
the period which correspondsto the NEP.
14. The alternative cointegrating vector was disregarded as it implied a positive inflation semielasticity for at least one of the two subperiods.
15. We added to the regressionthe differences in the rate of money growth for which we could not
rejectthe null of integratedness(ADF3= 1.15). To constructthe SW regressionwe added currentand
two forwardlags and set k = 6.
16. The Newey-Weststandarderrorsallowed for six significantcovariances, with a dampeningfactor
of .33 in the correspondingwindow.
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accepts the null of cointegrationfor this SW regressionif comparedwith the Engle
and Granger(1987) 5 percentcritical value of-3.17.
From this, we conclude that there was no bubble priorto the introductionof the
chervonetbut thatone developed shortlythereafter.Computationof the bubbleindicates that it was responsiblefor about80 percentof the inflationratetowardthe end
of the hyperinflation.17
The model accounts both for the decline in monetarybalancesafterthe introduction of the indexed currencyand for the importanceof bubblesin accountingfor the
hyperinflationaryprocess. Unfortunately,a comparisonbetween the two bubbles is
not possible for this case as priorto the introductionof the chervonet,there was no
bubble;the inflationaryprocess was basically driven by fundamentals.
The ArgentineHyperinflations
Argentinahas a long history of inflationaryfinancing. During the 1980s the rate
of inflationincreasedsubstantially,reachinghyperinflationarylevels duringthe period May-August of 1989. During the hyperinflation,extensive financialadaptation
took place, and the degree of dollarizationincreasedsubstantially.(See Sturzenegger 1991 and Dornbusch, Sturzenegger,and Wolf 1990.) A stabilizationprogram
implemented in August 1989 stabilized the economy until December. After midDecember, inflationincreasedonce again and remainedhigh until March.
The two Argentine hyperinflationswere the conclusion of decades of excessive
reliance on seigniorage to finance governmentspending. What makes these experiences extremely relevantfor the model at hand is the deepening of the financialadaptationprocess duringthe firsthyperinflation.The second hyperinflationtherefore
took place with more alternativemonetaryassets alreadyin place and thereforeallows us to test the predictionsof the model.
At an informallevel, one could arguein favorof the model by noticing that inflation reached 200 percentduringthe firsthyperinflationbut only 100 percentduring
the second, while in both cases, the reductionin real monetaryholdings was equivalent. 18 This suggests that the rate of inflationrequiredto reduce monetaryholdings
decreased substantiallyin the shorttime span between the two hyperinflations.
More formally, we first tested for the integratednessof real money and the inflation rate.l9 The ADF6 statistics for real monetarybalances and inflationequal 0.44
and-1.14, which when comparedwith the critical value of-2.89 do not allow
rejectionof the hypothesis of integratedness.20
Table 2 shows the statistics for the cointegrationtests and the corresponding
17. The methodology allows us to test for bubbles for any arbitraryperiod. If alternativedates are
tried for the time span of the bubble, similar results obtain.
18. The troughin the level of real money holdings attaineda value of 4.93 for the firsthyperinflation
and of 4.90 for the second. This level correspondsto a decline of 18 percentfrom the previous peak for
the first hyperinflationand a fall of 15 percentfrom the previouspeak for the second hyperinflation.
19. The data was obtainedfrom Indicadoresde Coyuntura,FIEL, Bs. As., several issues. The sample includes monthly observationsfor the period 85:8-90:3.
20. See Fuller (1976, Table 8.5.2. second panel) for one hundredobservations.
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TABLE 2
JOHANSEN
S MLE, ARGENTINA
(VARIABLES:
m,
Null

Altern.

r= O
r=
1
r ' 1
r = 2
r ' 2
r = 3
Cointegrating
Vector:
m,=
6.46-7.00ST,-3.81DST,

ST, DST)

Statistic

95So Crit. Val.

101.52
30.87
1.35

22.00
15.67
9.24

(money demand) cointegrating vector estimated with the Johansen MLE procedure.2l In this case mt denotes real holdings of Argentine australs, and 1Tt iS the
inflationrate. The dummy Dt takes a value of one for periods after July 1989, that
is, after the end of the first hyperinflation.
The first hypothesis we wanted to test was whetherthere was a decline in monetary balances after the first hyperinflation.Notice that the semielasticity of money
demandequals-7.00 before the introductionof the indexed currencyand-10.81
after the reform.
The consistent estimates of the semielasticities allowed to compute the value of
¢. Before the first hyperinflation,+ = 1.14; after, + = 1.09. Again, the rate of
growth of inflationis smaller undercurrencysubstitution.
We estimated (34) the inflationpredictionequation, using the same methodology
as described in the section on Soviet hyperinflation.We allowed for bubbles between March and July 1989 and between November 1989 and March 1990. Both
bubbles appearstronglysignificantwith coefficients(SW adjustedt-statistics)of .44
(4.28) and .53 (13.32) for the firstand second hyperinflation,respectively.Fromthe
t-statistics we conclude that bubbles are statistically significantcomponents of an
explanationof Argentinehyperinflations.An ADF3 =-3.55 supportsthe null hypothesis of cointegrationfor this SW regression when comparedto-3.17, the 5
percentcritical value in Engle and Granger(1987).
Table3 shows the bubble for the two Argentinehyperinflations.The second bubble is largerinitially but grows more slowly because the rate of inflationrequiredto
induce people to hold less money is reducedby the process of financialadaptationor
dollarization.The second bubblereaches a smallervalue thanthe correspondingone
for the firsthyperinflation,this is fully consistent with the predictionsof the model.
5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper studied the implicationsof introducingan "indexed"or "backed"currency on the monetaryequilibriumof an economy with fiat currency.To analyze this
issue, we constructed a model with a utility function with two currencies. We
showed that such a utility function will exhibit a negative cross-partialderivative
between the two monies. Contraryto the conventionalwisdom, we found that along
21. See footnote 14.
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TABLE

3

BUBBLES IN THE ARGENTINE HYPERINFLATIONS
Period
Bubble
Bubble

No. 1
No. 2

tO

to + I

tO+ 2

to + 3

to + 4

50%
58%

57%
63%

65%
69%

74%
75%

84%
82%

Bubblel: tO= 89: 3, Bubble2: tO= 89: 11, inflation per month.

a rationalexpectationshyperinflationarysolution in which both monetaryassets are
substitutes,the introductionof a backedcurrencyreducesthe rateof depreciationof
the original money.
For the nonhyperinflationsolution, the introductionof an indexed currency induces a process of currencysubstitutionacross steady states. Upon introductionof
the second currency,a price level jump takes place for the originalone, reducingits
real value. This substitutioneffect has been stressedin the previousliterature.What
this paper shows is that it is incorrectto infer from this that the equilibriumrate of
inflationof the original currencyshould increase in a hyperinflation.In our model,
on the contrary,by lowering the marginalutility of the existing currency,the indexed currency reduces the inflationrate requiredto sustain a path with declining
real monetary holdings of the original currency.In the model, with fixed money
growth, this will result in a smallerrate of inflation.
If the original currencyis experiencinga hyperinflationat the time the new currency is introduced, the shift to the backed currencyoccurs gradually,and in the
long run, the whole system shifts to the bettercurrency.In this model, we obtain a
Gresham'sLaw in reverse:goodmoneydisplacesbad.
The model was then tested empiricallyfor the experiencesof Soviet Union during
the early 1920s and for Argentina during the late 1980s. The evidence shows an
increase in the semielasticity of model demandconsistent with the implicationsof
the model. We showed that the bubble grows at a smallerrate when two currencies
exist, validatingthe model's implicationthatthe rate of inflationrequiredto sustain
the hyperinflationaryequilibrium is smaller under the presence of an alternative
currency.
The effects on welfare can be analyzed from the first-orderconditions for the
agent's maximizationproblem. The utility of the representativeagent is maximized
at the point at which the marginal utilities of both currenciesequal zero, that is,
where al = a2 =-8
(at the Friedmanrule solution). A hyperinflationequilibrium
is extremelycostly in termsof welfare because it increasesthe nominalinterestrate,
thereby inducing people to save on cash holdings. The introductionof the indexed
currency,presumablywith a lower (r, improvesupon the hyperinflationaryequilibrium with one currencyby providing an alternatecurrencythat more closely satisfies the Friedmanrule. This is not only because it provides a channel by which
people can substitutetheir demand to a currencywith a lower "relativeprice" but
also because the rate of inflationof the original currencymay actually decrease as
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well. Contraryto the resultsof some researcherswho have cautionedaboutthe risks
of financial adaptationbecause of its exacerbatinginflationaryeffects [see, for example, De Gregorio (1991) and Dornbuschand Reynoso (1989)], the resultsof this
study wholly supportthe introductionof an indexed currency.
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